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Abstract:

Objective:

Wedges custom made have been used to improve the gait pattern of individuals with transfemoral (TF) Amputation. However, the
prescription and test of these wedges is mostly based on a highly subjective gait evaluation. The purpose of this study was to develop
a rational  and quantitative method to prescribe wedges custom made for  the sound limb of  individuals  with TF using Principal
Component Analysis (PCA).

Method:

First, the effect of different wedges was assessed in able-bodied subjects (CG). Second, using the influence of the wedges in CG, and
the gait pattern of each TF individually, wedges were prescribed in order to modify their gait according to the specific effect of each
wedge. The variables analyzed were the ground reaction force components and center of pressure displacement. The Mahalanobis
distance  for  each  variable  and  the  95%  confidence  interval  (CI)  based  on  CG  data  was  calculated.  Results  showed,  by  the
Mahalanobis distance of the variables, that TF subjects improved their gait pattern, TF subjects improved their gait; the variables that
were out of the boundaries of 95% CI of CG, moved inside these boundaries with the use of wedges.

Result:

The application of wedges to the sound limb of TF amputees can improve their gait patterns, thus the application of PCA can help
clinicians to decide the best device for each patient, and consequently improve TF patient quality of life.

Keywords: Gait, Ground Reaction Force, Center of Pressure, Amputees, CG data, Confidence interval.

1. INTRODUCTION

Individuals  with  transfemoral  (TF)  amputation show an asymmetrical  gait  pattern  [1,  2].  Such asymmetries  are
mainly due to the absence of muscles and prosthetic device mass properties [1]. As a consequence, the sound limb is
overloaded [3], and high rates of injuries, such as knee and hip osteoarthritis [4, 5], and low bone density in the hip of
the amputated limb [6, 7] have been reported for prosthetic users. The role of therapists is to help individuals with TF
amputation to reduce this asymmetry and to develop a gait pattern as close as possible to that of able-bodied subjects
[8].

One therapeutical approach applied to improve gait pattern of prosthetic users is the insertion of wedged insoles
inside their shoes. According to Kerrigan et al. [9], the use of wedged is useful to compensate small gait deviations and
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can influence decisively the quality of walking. Aiming to pursuit the most effective wedge, different parameters such
as position, height, material and density of the wedge should be considered [9]. One of the biggest challenges in this
process  is  to  decide  the  features  of  the  wedge  and  to  quantitatively  assess  its  performance.  Usually  both  the
development and performance of wedges are based on the therapit’s subjective gait evaluation. This low objectivity of
the process often makes unclear whether the best wedge was selected and whether the patient’s gait pattern is indeed
better. [10, 13]

Ground Reaction Force (GRF) and Center Of Pressure (COP) waveforms have been widely used to assess gait in
different  population  of  patients.  Traditionally,  discrete  parameters  are  extracted  from  gait  waveforms  and  a  large
number of variables are selected for analyzes. The complexity of analyzing many parameters might be overwhelming
when a decision must be taken in clinical contexts. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a method to evaluate data
that greatly reduces the number of variables to analyze [14]. This approach applied to gait waveforms allows a better
understanding of differences in gait patterns and deviations from normal walking. Also, it simplifies the evaluation of a
clinical intervention because the number of parameters to analyze is smaller [15]. Even in this paper the application of
PCA is related to gait deviations, the is a great variety in the possibilities of application. The aim of this study was to
propose a quantitative method to prescribe wedges for individuals with TF amputation, based on PCA applied on GRF
and COP gait waveforms.

2. METHODS

2.1. Participants

A Control Group (CG) composed of 20 physically active able-bodied subjects, 5 males and 15 females (mean age
67 ± 8.56 years old,  mean weight  68.5 ± 6.2 kg),  and an experimental  group composed of  12 participants  with TF
amputation, 11 male and one female (mean age 56.7 ± 11.7 years old, mean weight 71.4 ± 11.7 kg) were enrolled in the
present study Table 1. Both groups had a high score on the Physical Function domain of the QOL SF36 questionnaire
[16] (82.3 ± 18.0 for CG and 62.8 ± 24.9 for TF), meaning that they felt few limitations to perform activities of the
daily living envolving physical function.

Table 1. Participants’ features and prosthetic components.

Subject Age Years since amputation Cause Foot Foot specification Knee Knee specification Socket

1 62 40 Tra Multiaxial Mutiflex (endolite) SA 3R49
(Otto Bock) 2

2 58 36 Tra Articulated 1A13
(Otto Bock) SA 3R49

(Otto Bock) 1

3 57 36 tra Multiaxial Mutiflex (endolite) SA 3R49
(Otto Bock) 1

4 48 25 tra Fixed Sach
(Otto Bock) SA 3R49

(Otto Bock) 2

5 64 50 tra Multiaxial Mutiflex (endolite) SA 3R49
(Otto Bock) 3

6 36 9 tra Multiaxial Mutiflex (endolite) SA 3R49
(Otto Bock) 3

7 54 35 tra Articulated 1A30
(Otto Bock) SA 3R49

(Otto Bock) 2

8 54 31 tra Multiaxial Mutiflex (endolite) SA 3R49
(Otto Bock) 2

9 67 9 vas Multiaxial Mutiflex (endolite) SA 3R49
(Otto Bock) 1

10 68 9 tra Fixed Sach
(Otto Bock) SA 3R15

(Otto Bock) 3

11 56 25 tra Articulated 1A30
(Otto Bock) SA Juppa

(Otto Bock) 1

12 59 36 tra Multiaxial Mutiflex (endolite) Poli TK1900
(Ossur) 1

tra (traumatic); vas (vascular disease); Poli (Polycentric); SA (single axis knee with friction);. Socket—1: CAT/CAM suction valve; Socket—2:
CAT/CAM with locking pin; Socket—3: quadrilateral silicone interface with locking pin.
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2.2. Instruments

GRF  and  COP  data  were  recorded  using  a  piezoelectric  force  plate  (Kistler  Instruments  AG,  Winterthur,
Switzerland) at 1000Hz, and a pressure plate (FootScan - RsScan, Olen, Belgium) at 300Hz, respectively. Both systems
were synchronized using a separate unit equipped with a manual trigger to start simultaneously both systems.

2.3. Protocol

The protocol was divided into four phases. The aim of (i) Phase I was to evaluate the influence of wedges on the
CG gait pattern. In (ii) Phase II, the gait pattern of the participants with TF amputation was assessed. The aim of (iii)
Phase III was to use data from the previous phases to prescribe wedges for the sound limb of the participants with TF
amputation. Finally, in (iv) Phase IV the prescribed wedges were experimentally tested. The protocol was approved by
the ethical comitee of the rehabilitation center enrolled in the study.

Phase I Protocol - test of different wedges in the CG: the able-bodied participants walked on a 8m walkway,i.
where both pressure plate and force plate were embedded in the middle of the pathway – the pressure plate was
over  the  force  plate.  After  familiarization,  each  participant  performed three  gait  trials  walking  at  their  self-
selected speed and wearing their own shoes (with no wedge) – this was labelled as control condition (CON).
Thereafter, they walked with four out of six wedges selected randomly. Three valid right lower limb trials were
recorded for each of the four wedge conditions. The tested wedges were made of polyurethane material: two
lateral, placed under the 5th metatarsal head having thicknesses of 1 cm (1L) and 2 cm (2L); two medial, placed
under the foot arch having thicknesses of 1.1 cm (1M) and 2.2 cm (2M); and two posterior having thicknesses of
0.9 cm (1P) and 1.9 cm (2P), placed under the calcaneum bone. Therefore, a total of seven conditions were
studied in CG: CON, 1L, 2L, 1M, 2M, 1P and 2P Fig. (1).
Phase II Protocol – biomechanical gait assessment of the experimental group: the same protocol than Phase Iii.
was  performed.  Three  valid  trials  were  assessed.  The  participants  with  TF amputation  were  not  tested  with
wedges in this phase.
Phase III Protocol – wedge prescription: this phase is decribed in detail in section Wedge prescription.iii.
Phase  IV  Protocol  –  experimental  assessment  of  the  prescribed  wedges:  Three  participants  from  theiv.
experimental group were tested with the wedges that the theoretical PCA model indicated as those that could
make their gait pattern closer to the able-bodied participants’ gait pattern. They walked for about five minutes
with each wedge for familiarization and the gait protocol from Phase I was repeated in which two valid trials
were recorded for sound limb.

Fig. 1. Wedges conditions applied in the shoes. 1L: lateral one; 2L: lateral two; 1M: medial one; 2M: medial two; 1P: posterior one;
2P: posterior two.

2.4. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

For  the  purpose  of  this  study  five  waveforms  were  analyzed:  vertical,  medial-lateral,  and  anterior-posterior
components  of  GRFs  (GRFvt,  GRFml,  and  GRFap,  respectively),  and  the  medial-lateral  and  anterior-posterior
displacement of the COP (COPx and COPy, respectively). PCA was performed on the GRF and COP waveforms as
previously described [14]. In this study, 3 PCs were retained for further analysis [17].

For the analysis of the influence of the wedges in CG (Phase I), the PCA model was developed based on the gait
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pattern  of  the  subjects  walking  in  CON  condition  (no  wedges  inserted).  This  model  was  then  applied  to  the  CG
participants walking with the wedge conditions and principal component (PC) score values (obtained from the internal
product of PC1, PC2 or PC3 to each waveform) for each subject in each condition were retained for analysis. A total of
15 PC score values were analyzed for each participant in each condition: three score values (PC1, PC2 and PC3 scores)
for each of the five waveforms (GRFvt, GRFml, GRFap, COPx, and COPy) were calculated.

For gait analysis of the prosthetic users (Phase II),  the PC score values were obtained by the product of the PC
model generated in CON condition, by the sound limb waveform data for each participant. PC score values for sound
limb were retained for analysis in each of the five waveforms analysed. Sound limb PC scores were then compared to
CON PC scores as described in section Wedge Prescription.

2.5. Wedge Prescription

To prescribe the wedges for each prosthetic user, some steps were followed. First, the influence of the wedges was
verified in CG (Phase I), where one way ANOVA and post hockey LSD were used to compare the data collected (CON
vs. the six wedge conditions) for the three PC score values from the five waveforms analyzed. The level of significance
was set at α=0.05.

After  that,  the  Mahalanobis  distance  (T2)  for  CON PC scores  and  sound  limb  PC scores  were  calculated.  This
measurement uses the 3 PC score values obtained for each of the 5 waveforms (reducing from 15 scores to 5 T2 values),
creating 5 new indexes, that allows to evaluate with one number that represents the whole waveform, the discrepancies
from the analized data (sound limb) in relation to the normal pattern (CON). The CON data was used to calculate the
95% confidence interval, where the normal gait is defined. Then, each SL T2 measurement was compared to this interval
to evaluate how far each prosthetic user was from the CON dataset. This parameter represents the distance between
each sound limb PC score, (oi) and the mean of the PC score values for CON  ,  normalized  by  the variance of each
PC [18].

where S-1 is the inverse of the covariance matrix of X and  is the transpose of the vector .

When a prosthetic user fell outside the CI range, the PC score values were then individually analyzed to determine
which wedge could positively influence his/her gait pattern. This determination employed the results obtained in Phase
I.

3. RESULTS

Considering Phase I results, three out of the five variables analyzed (GRFvt, GRFml, and COPx) were influenced
by at least one of the six wedges Table 2. The GRFap and COPy did not present significant difference between any
wedge  condition  to  CON  (p>0.05).  GRFvt  was  the  most  sensitive  variable  to  detect  the  wedges  influence,  being
statistically significant affected by four of them, both lateral wedges (1L and 2L) were different from CON in PC2 (1L:
p< 0.001; 2L: p=0.02) and PC3 (1L: p<0.001; 2L p<0.001) and 1M condition was different in PC2 (p=0.02) and PC3
(p=0.04)  and  2M  in  PC3  (p<0.001).  GRFml  was  different  in  PC1  in  1L  (p=0.03),  1P  (p=0.01)  and  2P  (p<0.001)
conditions when compared to CON. COPx PC score values were statistically significant higher in PC1 in the conditions
1M (p=0.04), 2M (p=0.01) and 1P (p<0.001) and lower in PC2 for the condition 1L (p=0.01) compared to CON.

Considering the prosthetic users’ sound limb (Phase II), all participants, with the exception of the participant 12,
showed variables with a Mahalanobis distance out of the 95% confidence interval range Table 3. Participants 11 and 12
had “n.a.” in GRF variables because their data could not be analyzed. The variables most affected were COPy, with 8
and GRFvt with 7 of the 12 participants out of CON range.

The wedge prescription was made based on the results obtained in Phase I  and Phase II.  As shown in Table 2,
COPy and GRFap were not affected by the wedges, thus these variables are not further analyzed Table 4. The second
column in Table 4 summarizes the variables out of the 95% confidence interval range presented in Table 3. Columns 3
to 5 present the wedges that theoretically could influence positively a determined variable, based on the results from
CON group Table 2. If a wedge affects the gait patter in an opposite direction or if the variable for a prosthetic user was
not out of the 95% confidence interval range, it is shown as “n.w.”, to indicate that no wedge could positively influence

′
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the PC score.

Table 2. Phase I results-Wedges influencing Control Group: mean ± SD of the PC1, PC2 and PC3 scores from the vertical,
medial-lateral and antero-posterior ground reaction forces (GRFvt, GRFml, GRFap) and Center of pressure displacement,
(COPx and COPy) variables.

  CON 1L 2L 1M 2M 1P 2P
PC1 0.07±0.43 0.12±0.60 0.29±0.43 -0.09±0.39 0.16±0.49 -0.1±0.53 -0.09±0.52

GRfvt PC2 -0.33±0.47 0.44±0.58* 0.15±0.48* 0.12±0.59* -0.16±0.27 -0.09±0.53 -0.16±0.06
PC3 -0.28±0.70 1.01±0.28* 1.17±0.16* 0.70±0.95* 0.86±1.11* -0.03±1.01 0.04±1.18
PC1 0.29±0.95 -0.62±0.92* -0.29±1.20 -0.24±1.16 0.01±0.91 -0.70±0.68* -1.38±0.58*

GRFml PC2 -0.13±0.77 -0.17±0.80 0.07±0.47 -0.02±0.67 -0.20±0.42 -0.13±0.69 -0.43±0.38
PC3 0.18±0.54 -0.33±0.91 0.27±0.72 0.12±0.16 -0.02±0.55 -0.05±0.20 0.19±0.80
PC1 0.00±0.89 0.23±0.66 0.23±0.66 0.16±0.69 0.07±0.63 -0.28±0.57 0.03±0.47

GRFap PC2 -0.29±0.58 0.26±0.57 0.05±0.59 0.14±100.00 -0.03±0.94 -0.08±0.77 -0.06±0.72
PC3 0.00±1.12 0.07±0.58 -0.19±0.83 -0.19±0.40 -0.2±10.01 0.34±0.62 -0.29±0.30
PC1 -0.15±2.21 -1.44±4.55 -0.81±3.87 -2.70±1.82* -3.25±2.18* -3.99±2.12* -1.81±2.98

COPx PC2 0.00±3.68 4.01±4.20* 1.68±4.31 -1.08±3.42 -1.54±2.42 -0.97±3.01 0.05±3.71
PC3 0.00±3.49 -0.21±3.95 0.91±3.88 0.11±2.86 -1.89±2.01 0.34±2.23 -1.96±1.65
PC1 0.00±3.18 1.40±2.63 -0.61±2.80 -0.92±2.90 -0.40±2.47 1.21±2.53 0.00±1.86

COPy PC2 0.00±2.78 -0.28±1.54 0.07±2.02 0.68±2.78 0.17±2.88 0.14±1.75 1.27±2.21
 PC3 0.75±3.18 -0.07±1.37 1.60±3.44 0.86±2.58 2.15±1.33 -0.46±3.94 -2.49±2.18

*Statistically significant differences from CON condition (p<0.05).

Table 3. Phase II results: T2for each prosthetic user.

Prosthetic user GRFvt GRFml GRFap# COPx COPy#

95% CI 15.90 30.10 20.98 34.19 12.85 21.58 18.25 29.00 23.27 40.66
1 3.41* 24.74 21.88* 25.31 62.02*
2 78.93* 42.90* 41.25* 21.06 45.92*
3 38.87* 52.69* 15.60 50.38* 19.52*
4 53.00* 5.94* 11.79* 14.89* 9.98*
5 29.82 32.48 -1.21* 19.79 35.46
6 12.76* 169.00* 21.92* 19.81 163.00*
7 19.82 18.71* 10.11* 28.42 22.98*
8 4.83* 15.19* 15.76 40.98* 10.46*
9 10.68* 29.35 18.29 14.33* 13.69
10 24.85 21.68 12.64 11.65* 30.36
11 n.m. n.m. n.m. 20.22 10.38*
12 n.m. n.m. n.m. 18.23 27.20

* Out of 95% Confidence interval determined by Control condition. # antero-posterior ground reaciont force and center of pressure discplacement are
not influenced by the wedges, but are presented for complitude (see Table 2). n.m.: not measured.

Table 4. Phase III - Wedge prescription: Variables for each prosthetic user with T2out of Control condidion range (extracted
from Table 3 - column 2); Individual PC scores for variables that could be influenced by wedges (columns 3 to 7); Wedges
positively influencing PC scores in CON (see Phase I results – Table 2).

variables out of CON range Individual score in PCs (Phase II) possible wedges per variable (Phase I)

Prosthetic users (T2>95% CI)
GRFvt GRFvt GRFml COPx COPx GRFvt GRFml COPx

PC2 PC3 PC1 PC1 PC2  
1 GRFvt 0.08 0.03 n.a. n.a. n.a. 1L n.w. n.w.
2 GRFvt, GRFml -1.1 -1.98 3.6 n.a. n.a. 1L, 2L, 1M,2M 1L, 1P,2P n.w.
3 GRFvt, GRFml, COPx 0.3 -0.85 4.43 -8.02 -3.44 1L, 2L, 1M,2M 1L, 1P, 2P 1L
4 GRFvt, GRFml, COPx 0.78 -0.15 -0.47 -2 -1.82 1L, 2L, 1M,2M n.w. 1L
5 Ø n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.w. n.w. n.w.
6 GRFvt, GRFml 0.21 2.44 0.43 n.a. n.a. 1L 1L, 1P, 2P n.w.
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variables out of CON range Individual score in PCs (Phase II) possible wedges per variable (Phase I)

Prosthetic users (T2>95% CI)
GRFvt GRFvt GRFml COPx COPx GRFvt GRFml COPx

PC2 PC3 PC1 PC1 PC2  
7 GRFvt, GRFml 0.74 -0.47 0.42 n.a. n.a. 2L,1M 1L, 1P, 2P n.w.
8 GRFvt, GRFml, COPx -0.11 -0.16 -1.63 -7.38 2.05 1L, 2L, 1M,2M n.w. n.w.
9 GRFvt, COPx 0.37 -0.2 n.a. -0.44 -0.34 1L, 2L, 1M, 2M n.w. 1L
10 COPx n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.3 -3.61 n.w. n.w. 1L, 1M, 2M, 1P
11 Ø n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.w. n.w. n.w.
12 Ø n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.w. n.w. n.w.

*GRFvt, GRFml, GRFap: vertical, medial-lateral and antero-posterior ground reaction forces; COPx and COPy: Center of pressure displacement.

3.1. Application of the prescribed wedges: example of use.

Three prosthetic users (participants 5, 7 and 9) were selected from the 12 analyzed to validate the suitability of the
theoretical model for proposing wedges, in order to show an example of use in different cases. The first (participant 5)
was selected because apparently no wedge could influence his gait; participant 7 was selected due to the differences in
GRFml; and participant 9 was selected due to the differences in GRFvt and COPx which were not found in the other
two cases Table 5.

Table 5. Phase IV  results: Mahalanobis  distance calculated before wearing the wedges (see Table 3) and with the wedges
proposed for the sound limb.

Prosthetic Sound limb Sound limb T2 after wedges prescribed
user variables T2 (before) 1L 2L 1M 2M 1P 2P

5
GRFvt 29.80 23.31 22.41 11.27 25.93 n.a. n.a.
GRFml 32.48 31.14 n.a. n.a. n.a. 33.34 27.96
COPx 19.79P 27.45 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

7
GRFvt n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
GRFml 18.71 42.63 n.a. n.a. n.a. 323 27.80
COPx n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

9
GRFvt 10.68 19.64 18.36 14.67 39.09 n.a. n.a.
GRFml n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
COPx 14.33 25.38 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

: Inside normal range of 95% confidence interval of CON; n.a.: not applicable. *GRFvt, GRFml, GRFap: vertical, medial-lateral and antero-
posterior ground reaction forces; COPx and COPy: Center of pressure displacement.

Participant  5  was  already  inside  the  CON  range  (Tables  3  and  5).  Even  though,  the  application  of  wedges
approximated  his  values  to  the  center  of  the  CON 95% confidence  interval.  The  wedges  in  GRFvt  in  CG Table  2
reduced  the  PC  score  values,  and  this  behavior  was  confirmed  in  participant  5  Table  5.  In  GRFml  and  COPx  the
application of the proposed wedges kept the values inside the normal range. For participant 7, the wedges increased the
PC score values but in 1L and 1P it was over the desired range. For participant 9, GRFvt PC score values increased with
all the wedges, but only 1L and 2L were able to keep the Mahalanobis distance inside CON 95% confidence interval
range. In COPx, the values increased towards the CON range.

4. DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to prescribe wedges custom made for prosthetic users relying upon the influence that
six different wedges had on the gait pattern of able-bodied individuals. The prescription of the wedges was based on the
scores presented by each participant with TF amputation for the first three PCs of the biomechanical patterns analyzed
(GRFvt, GRFml, GRFap, COPx and COPy). Not all prosthetic users could be helped with wedges. The gait pattern of
some participants with TF amputation would not be positively influenced by the tested wedges Table 2. Eight out of the
twelve prosthetic users could have wedges prescribed to alter their gait patterns towards that pattern observed in the
able-bodied participants (CG).

For GRF components in CG, the main effects of the wedges were on the vertical and medial-lateral components.
GRFvt is the waveform most affected by the use of wedges Table 2. GRFvt PC2 is smaller for only 2 out of the 10
prosthetic  users.  Previous  studies  showed  that  the  gait  of  individuals  with  TF  amputation  is  characterized  by  an
overload of their sound limb [19] and thus there is high incidence of injuries [5]. The purpose of the intervention would
be to reduce the scores to “unload” the sound limb and promote a more symmetrical gait pattern. As the effect of the
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wedges 1L, 2L and 1M was to increase GRFvt in PC2, it is likely to be detrimental to prosthetic users’ gait pattern. The
smaller GRFvt PC3 score values presented in 5 out of the 9 prosthetic users Table 4 suggests an earlier heel loading of
the sound limb to compensate for the lack of balance provided by their amputated limbs (Fig. 2a) – GRFvt PC3 load
vector). Analysis of wedges 1L, 2L, 1M, and 2M indicates that they increase this PC score value. This could imply the
sound limb to contact the ground more slowly, as GRFvt PC3 is statistically significant from 8-12%; consequently, the
amputated limb would have a longer single support phase. This finding should be evaluated by clinicians to determine if
this would be beneficial to the patient. The influence of the wedge on this variable is further highlighted by the changes
experienced by participant 5, who already had GRFvt inside normal boundaries Table 5.

In the CG, differences in GRFml were observed in PC1 when the wedges 1L, 1P and 2P were used. These wedges
reduced  the  PC  scores  Table  2.  Only  two  out  of  the  10  prosthetic  users  showed  smaller  PC  scores  in  GRFml
(Participants 4 and 8 – Table 4. Higher PC scores indicates a more lateral migration of the medial-lateral force. The lack
of knee active flexion on the amputated limb makes the forward motion more challenging, causing hip abduction and a
laterally  lift  of  the  amputated  limb  to  progress  forward.  This  provides  an  explanation  for  the  more  lateral  support
provided by the sound limb. This could also be related to the overload reported in the medial knee compartment in
individuals with TF amputation [20, 21] and associated with the high incidence of knee osteoarthirts [4, 5]. The wedges
1L, 1P and 2P decreased the PC scores shifting the force medially, possibly helping prosthetic users to protect have a
better force distribution in their knees. An axample of the influence of the wedges obtained in Phase IV can be seen for
participant 7, where the use of 2P wedge reduced the force peaks (Fig. 1b).

The medio-lateral displacement of the center of pressure (COPx) in CG was influenced by 1L, both medial wedges
and 1P; where 1L tended to increase COPx PC2 while the others tended to decrease COPx PC1. Balmaseda et al. [22]
found that the COPx trajectory is laterally deviated using an Ankle-Foot-Orthosis. Also, Guldemond et al. [23] found a
laterally  deviated  COP  displacement  using  custom-made  foot  orthoses.  Thus  it  seems  the  medial  wedges  and  1P
promotes a more symmetrical gait pattern.

Four out of five prosthetic users who didn’t present T2 values inside the 95% confidence interval, had PC2 scores
smaller than those of CG Table 4. As the wedges 1M, 2M and 1P reduced these scores, they would not be useful for
them. The other prosthetic users (participant 10) presented PC2 scores higher than CG. Erhardt et al. [10] showed that
the COP position is a good predictor of GRF line of action, where a more medial position of COP leads to a greater
external knee abduction moment. This would be harmful to the knee since higher abduction moment leads to a higher
compression of the medial compartment. This is indicative of a more medially heel contact ((Fig. 2a) – COPx PC2 load
vector). 1L wedge tends to shift COPx laterally in this portion of the gait cycle, the use of the latter could be beneficial
to improve balance at the beginning of stance phase (Fig. 2c).

The  gait  results  using  the  wedges  showed  that  they  could  influence  positively  the  participants’  gait,  as  the
Mahalanobis distance fell within the able-bodied participants’ range Table 5. Even in participant 5 who already had his
parameters  within  the  normal  range  Table  3,  the  Mahalanobis  distance  became  closer  to  the  central  values  of  the
confidence interval when wearing the wedges. For participant 7, in GRFml, the wedges proposed were 1L, 1P and 2P
Table 3, all of them increased the Mahalanobis distance but two of them increased it over the normal range value, so 2P
was the best wedge condition. For participant 9, the wedges proposed were 1L for GRFvt and COPx, and 2L, 1M and
2M for GFRvt only Table 4. The three wedges were able to increase the Mahalanobis distance, but only 2L showed
results approaching the normal range.

The analysis of the prosthetic users who were assessed using the wedges provided evidence for the validity of the
theoretical biomechanical model, based on PCA in GRF and COP waveforms, for prescribing wedges for individuals
with TF amputation Table 5. Even when the adaptation to the wedge is acute as in this work. More studies should be
conducted to evaluate the long term effects of wedges on prosthetic users’ gait patterns. Furthermore, the effects of
using more than one wedge remain to be elucidated as it could prove to be useful in order to improve more than one gait
parameter at time.
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Fig. 2. a) Load vectors from vertical ground reaction force (GRFvt PC2, GRFvt PC3), medial-lateral ground reaction force (GRFml
PC1),  medial-lateral  center  of  pressure displacement (COPx PC1 and COPx PC2);  the grey area highlights  the 0.71 treshold of
meaning  proposed  by  Fig.  2;  b)  Prosthetic  usuer  before  and  after  intervention  for  GRFml;  c)  Prosthetic  user  before  and  after
intervention for COPx.

CONCLUSION

The application of a theoretical biomechanical model based on PCA in GRF and COP waveforms for prescribing
wedges to the sound limb of individuals with TF amputation was successful in improving their gait pattern. This could
help these individuals to improve their independence and quality of life. Our results indicate that individual prescription
of wedges is helpful to improve gait pattern. Our findings suggest that theorethical PCA models may be a useful tool for
clinicians to prescribe wedges custom made to target patients who suffer from a variety of gait deficiencies.
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